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ABSTRACT
robust and stable zone fire modeling algorithms, the numerical properties of

the fire modeling differential equations must be understood; This paper examines some of these
properties. Many sets of differential equations for zone fire modeling can be derived using the
conservation of mass and energy. A comparison between various possible formulations is made
in terms of numerical properties. One property that many formulations possess is the presence
of multiple time scales. Pressures equilibrate much faster than other quantities such as density
and temperature. Numerically, this property is known as stiffness. Stiffness, in the context of fire
modeling, and numerical methods for handling it are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The basic premise used to formulate a zone fire
model is that an enclosure can be divided into a number of
regions or zones each with approximately uniform con-

ditions. These zones interact by exchanging mass and
energy[ 1]. Mass and energy conservation along with
expressions relating mass, density, volume, internal en-

ergy, temperature and pressure can be used to show that

many formulations exist for tracking conditions in zones.
These formulations are equivalent in the sense that one
formulation may be converted to another using physi-

cal laws such as the ideal gas law or definitions such
as that for density or internal energy. Computationally,
zone fire modeling is challenging due to the numerical
characteristics of the basic conservation equations used
to simulate mass and energy exchange between various
zones. The purpose of this paper then is to provide a
numerical foundation for the design of fire modeling al-

gorithms. It is important to understand when differences
in these algorithms are numerically significant so that the

best possible fire modeling algorithms can be designed

and implemented.

ZONE FIRE MODELING FORMULATIONS
The zone fire models presented here take the math-

ematical form of an initial value problem for a system of
differential equations. These equations are derived using
the conservation of mass or continuity equation, the con-

servation of energy or the first law of thermodynamics,

the ideal gas law, and definitions of density and internal
energy (for example, see [2]). The conservation of mo-

mentum is ignored. These conservation laws are invoked

for each zone or control volume. A zone may consist of a
number of interior regions (usually an upper and a lower

gas layer), and a number of wall segments. The basic
assumption of a zone fire model is that properties such as
temperatures can be uniformly approximated throughout
the zone. It is remarkable that this assumption seems to
hold for as few as two gas layers.

Many differential equation formulations based upon

these assumptions can be derived. One formulation can
be converted into another using definitions of density,
internal energy and the ideal gas law. Though equivalent
analytically, these formulations differ in their numerical
properties. One property that many share is the presence
of multipletime scales. Physically, the pressure in a

compartment equilibrates much quicker than densities
and temperatures. Numerically, this property is known
as stiffness and requires the use of special differential
equation solvers.

Each differential formulation can be expressed in
terms of mass and energy flow rates. These flow rates
represent the exchange of mass andlor energy between
zones due to physical phenomena or sub-models such as
fire plumes, natural an~ forced vents, convective and ra-
diative heat transfer etc. For example, a vent exchanges
mass and energy between zones in connected rooms, a

fire plume typically adds heat to the upper layer and
transfers entrained mass and energy from the lower to
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the upper layer, and convection transfers energy from
the gas layers to the surrounding walls.

The mass flow rate to the upper and Iower layers
is denoted mu and rnL and the energy flow rate to the

upper and lower layers is denoted qU and ijL. It is as-
sumed that these flow rates may be computed in terms

of zone properties such as temperatures, densities, etc.

These rates represent the net sum of all possible sources

of mass and energy due to phenomena like those listed
above. The numerical characteristics of the differential
equation formulations are easier to identify if the under-
lying physical phenomena are decoupled in this way.

Many approximations are obviously necessary when
developing physical sub-models for the mass and energy
flow rate terms. For example, most fire models assume
that 1) the specific heat terms CPand Cvare constant even
though they depend upon temperature, 2) hydrostatic

terms can be ignored in the equation of state (the ideal
gas law) relating density of a layer with its temperature.
We wish to distinguish between various formulations ac-

cording to whether they are mathematically equivalent
to the conservation laws of mass and energy. A for-
mulation which is equivalent to the conservation laws
will be denoted conservative otherwise it will be identi-
fied as approximate. Conservative formulations in this

sense are not necessarily better than approximate ones.
The next two sections discuss formulations which are
conservative and approximate. Again, two conservative

formulations that are equivalent mathematically need not
be equivalent numerically.

Conservative Formulations
A compartment can be divided into two control vol-

umes, an upper layer of hot gases and smoke and a lower
layer of air as illustrated in Figure 1. The gas in each

layer has attributes of mass, internal energy, density, tem-
perature, and volume denoted respectively by m~, E~, pz,

Ta, and Vi where i = L for the lower layer and i = U

for the upper layer. The compartment as a whole has
the attribute of pressure P. These eleven variables are

related by means of the following seven constraints. We
get seven by counting density, internal energy and the
ideal gas law twice (once for each layer).

pa = ~ (density) (1)

Ei = cV2~iTi (internal energy) (2)

P = RpiTi (ideal gas law) (3)

V = V~ + Vu (total volume) . (4)

The specific heats at constant volume and at constant
pressure CVand CP,the universal gas constant, R, and the

ratio of specific heats, ~, are related by

7=:,

R = CP– CV.

For air, CP x 1000 kJ/kg K and? = 1.4.

The differential equations for mass in each layer are
trivially

z/////////////////////////A~
upperlayer

$

r
natural
vent

v
fire plume

lower layer
+

Components of.mass and
enthalpy entering or leaving a -~
zone

FIGURE 1: Schematic illustrating various physical sub-models contributing to the

mass and energy flow in a zone fire model
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dmL
—=

dt
rnL

dmu
—=

dt
mu .

The first law of thermodynamics in differential equa-
tion form is

internal energy work
A ent halpy
dEi 2

dt
+P= . Q (5)

A differential equation for pressure can be derived by
adding the upper and lower layer versions of equation
(5), noting that ~ = – ~ and

dEi _ d(cumiTi) = c. d

dt – dt
~z(Pl@ (6)

to obtain
dP ~–l

—(9L + 9U) .
x= v

(7)

Differential equations for the layer volumes can be ob-
tained by substituting equation (6) into equation (5) to
obtain

Equation (5) can be rewritten to eliminate the ~ term
to obtain

dEi

dt =
$( Q,+W $).

Differential equations for temperatures can be derived by

()
dTi_d&applying the quotient rule to ~ — ~ ~Pi and using

equation (9) to eliminate ~ to obtain

dTi 1

dt
— = ~(((ji – cptizTi) + Vi$) . (lo)

CpPi z

Differential equations for each of the eleven vari-
ables are summarized in Table 1. Notice that a ~ term
occurs in all but the mass equations. As is shown later
this term can be set to zero except when modeling sealed

structures. As is pointed out in [3], even supposedly

sealed structures consisting of reinforced concrete walls
will collapse due to the pressure induced by small fires.
Therefore it is valid to neglect the dP/dt or work term
in the temperature, density and volume differential equa-
tions. For the example presented later, the time period
over which these two variants (ODE’s with and without
dP/dt term) are different is 0(10–4) seconds.

Using the constraint equations (1) to (4), it can be
shown that four of the eleven variables can be chosen as
solution variables. The time evolution of these solution
variables can be computed by solving the corresponding

differential equations together with appropriate initial
conditions. The remaining seven variables can be deter-
mined from the solution variables. There are, however,
many possible differential equation formulations. The
numerical characteristics of some of these formulations
will be discussed in the next section.

Differential equations for the densities can be derived by

applying the quotient rule to ~ = $
()

~ and using.

equation (8) to eliminate $# to obtain

Table 1: Conservative Zone Modeling Differential Equations

Equation Type Differential Equation

1 I

i’th layermass !2.E.L=
dt

nli

1

pressure % = *(iL+iu)
I

i’th layerdensity
~=

dt *((ii –’fl~im) – *%)

I dT
i’th layer temperature ‘((ii – Cptiim) + ~~)$ = C. O.V. I
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Table 2: Conservative Zone Model Equation Selections

Zone Fire Model Equations Substitutions

CFAST, FAST[11]
dAP dVu dTu dTL

dt, dt~dt)dt AP = P – P,ef

I dAP @ dpu dp~
CCFM.HOLE [12] —

dt ~dt~ dt~ dt I
AP = P – P,ef, y = VL/AVOOm I

I CCFM.VENTS [2] I dAP d~ & ~
dt )dt) dt ) dt I AP = P – P,,f, y = VL/A.OOm I

FIRST, HARVARDV [13] &.!x&&U@U
dt,dt,dt>dt

Numerical Characteristics of Several Zone
Fire Modeling Differential Equations

There are 330 different ways to select four variables
from eleven to form a system of differential equations.
Many of these systems are incomplete due to the relation-

ships that exist between the variables given in equations
(1) to (4). For example the variables, pu, ViJ, mu and
P form a dependent set since pU = mU/VU. Table
2 shows the solution variable selection made by a few
zone fire models. The variable y that appears in this table
is the height of the upper layer above the compartment
floor.

The number of differential equation formulations
can be considerably reduced by not mixing variable types

between layers; that is, if upper layer mass is chosen as
a solution variable, then lower layer mass must also be

chosen. For example, for two of the solution variables
choose mL and mu, or pL, and pU, or TL and TU. For
the other two solution variables pick EL and EU or P
and VL or P and Vu. This reduces the number of distinct
formulations to nine. Since the numerical properties of
the upper layer volume equation are the same as a lower
layer one, the number of distinct formulations can be
reduced to six.

The next several subsections discuss the numerical
implications of using these formulations. Some of the
problems discussed can be solved by ignoring the pres-
sure equation.

Pressure

Some of the numerical problems that arise in zone
fire modeling are due to the difficulty of computing ac-

curate pressure differences across vent openings. When
adjacent room pressures are close, a catastrophic can-
cellation will lead to a loss of significant digits. If the
pressures are too close, the result of the subtraction is
roundoff noise. This can cause problems if the noise is
amplified in the next stage of the computation; that is, the
noise is propagated and may dominate some later stage

of the calculation. This problem is compounded by the
fact that the base pressure in a room at 1 atmosphere is

about 105 pascals (Pa). Pressure drops across a vent as
low as .1 Pa can cause significant mass flow through a

vent. Therefore, if pressure is used as a solution variable,

seven accurate digits must be carried in order to have one
significant digit in the vent flow calculation. One way
around this problem is to solve for an offset pressure,
AP, where for some reference pressure, Pre f, the room
pressure is given by

P= Pr.f+AP,

The differential equation for relative pressure, AP is

given by

dAP dP dPr,f—= .— —
dt dt dt

dP..
dt

— if P.ef is constant .

Internal Energy The problem with using internal en-
ergy in a formulation is the difficulty in accurately de-
termining the offset pressure, AP, needed for accurate
vent flow calculations. In large part this is due to the fact
that energy is not an intensive variable, it is proportional
to layer volume as well as temperature. To illustrate,
consider that the total room pressure can be expressed in
terms of lower and upper layer internal energy and room

volume by using equations (1) to (4) to obtain

P=T–lT(EL + Eu)

Substituting EL = ET,f + AEL, EU = E..f + AEu

and P = Pr,f + AP into the above equation and solving
for E,ef and AP we obtain
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AP = 7–1 E +AEu)T(A L

E,ef =
P.ef v

2(7 – 1) “

The term, AP can be small while the term [AEL [ +

IAEu I is large. This will result in cancellation errors.
The term, AP, will not be zero in general, therefore we
can not assume that AEL = – AEU.

Temperature and Density The temperature and den-

sity differential equations have several advantages and
disadvantages in common. As seen in Table 1, both

the density and temperature equations have the term
gi – cPti;Z’i. The vent flow component of this term

is identically zero for flows leaving a zone since the en-

thalpy flow rate for a vent fiOW is &t = CPrnventTvent.

An unnecessary subtraction can be avoided by setting
this vent flow component to zero analytically, thereby
avoiding a loss of significant digits. This property of the
density and temperature equation is due to the fact that,
ignoring pressure transients, the temperature and density
of a room is not affected by flows leaving it. Simi-

lar cancellations must also be eliminated in the pressure
equation for this strategy to be useful. Unfortunately, this
is not possible unless the pressure equation is dropped
from the equation set.

The density and temperature equations also have a
problem in common. Both have layer volume terms in
the denominator which may vanish. Although these sin-
gularities are removable (if they were not the derivatives
* and ~ would be infinite), they cause numerical prob-
#ms since it is difficult to determine proper values for

* and $$ in this case. One method used to solve this

~~oblem is to prevent layers from vanishing.

Mass The mass equation does not have the vanish-

ing denominator problem of the density or temperature
equation. Using the mass equation allows sensible ini-
tial conditions. The mass for a layer with zero height is
just zero. However, quantities derived from mass such
as density are only valid when a layer volume has a

significant number of accurate digits.

Approximate Formulations
The formulations discussed in this section are ap-

proximate in the sense that certain terms deemed negli-
gible are removed from the modeling differential equa-
tions. Two types of approximations and their error be-
havior are discussed. One involves the elimination of the
pressure transient, (~), terms. A second way approx-
imates the differential equations by assuming that the
conditions in the lower layer remain at ambient. Some
fire models along with their variable choices that use

some of the approximation techniques discussed in this
section are listed in Table 3. ASET assumes the pressure

remains at ambient and uses a non-dimensional form of

the layer height and upper layer density equations. BIU

assumes that the pressure relaxes to quasi-steady values
instantly.’ BRI solves a non-linear algebraic equation
equivalent to equation (7) with $% set to zero. Fkst,
we examine the behavior of pressure as motivation for
making these approximations.

Behavior of the Pressure Equation for a Heated
Enclosure with a Small Leak The pressure in a com-
partment approaches steady state rapidly if other com-

partment properties such as layer temperatures, fire size,
and vent sizes are constant. The equilibrium pressure
value depends on the fire size and vent areas or more
generally on the sources and sinks of energy in the room.
To characterize the equilibrium pressure value and the
time required to reach equilibrium, consider a room with
a fire that is vented to the outside as illustrated in Figure
2.

To simplify the analysis assume that the vent is a slit
located at the floor so that Bernoulli’s law,

rnv,nt = cve.tAvent ~v,

can be used to model the mass flow through the vent.

The conclusions found here hold for more general vent
algorithms since they all use or compute pressure differ-
ences. Here AVe~t denotes the area of the vent, cV~~t,

Table 3: Approximate Zone Model Equation Selections

I I
Zone Fire Model Equations Substitutions

*

ASET [14, 15] p=pamb, ~,+, TL=!&nb Y = vL/&oom

BfU [16, 17]
dlJ_Q&LWUm
dt — ,dt>dt, dt

LAVENT [18, 19] P= Pa.b,~,Y,TL =Tamb Y = vL/400m
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FIGURE 2: One Room Test Case

the vent coefficient, while pvent denotes the density of

the vent flow gas, Further, assume that the density and
temperature of the gas tlowing through the vent is con-
stant over the time period required to reach pressure
equilibrium. This is reasonable since this time period is
typically rather short.

The source of energy in the room is the fire and

is denoted by Qfi,e. Most entrainment models used by
fire plume models do not affect the calculation of the
pressure rise or transient time since the energy entrained
from the lower layer cancels with the energy added back
into the upper layer. The energy flow rate out of the room

is due to the vent and is denoted by Qvent. The initial
value problem for the pressure drop across the vent is

dAP_ _ 7–1
dt –

y (9fire – gvent ) (11)

AP(0) = O

where AP is the pressure drop across the vent, V is
the volume of the room, and the other terms have been
defined previously. Setting

a=
‘y-1
~@ire

~ = 7–1
— cPcv,.t A.ent Tve.t

v
JG ,

problem (11 ) simplifies to

dAP

dt =
a–b~

AP(0) = O .

This differential equation is separable and can be
integrated to obtain the implicit solution

2APW
t=—

((

in
1

)
-/=@KOa l–J- )

(12] ‘

or equivalently

with the equilibrium pressure APW given by

()
2

APM= ;2ZZ
(“ )

1.00 x 10-11 =
Ave.t

. (14)

where Tvent = 300K, pvent = 1.2kg/m3, event = .68

and CP = 1000kJ/kgK. Taking the limit as t + cm,

equation (13) verifies that APm is the equilibrium pres-
sure and equation (12) shows how long it takes to achieve
it. Substituting AP/APw = .99 into equation (12)
gives the time required for the pressure to reach 99 per
cent of APW or

APW
t,ggz 21.5-

We/V “

For a room with volume 18m3, a 100 kW fire, and an

equilibrium pressure of 0.1 Pa, the time required to reach
99 per cent of the equilibrium value is approximately
0.00038 seconds.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of equilibrium pres-
sure on fire size and vent area. Figure 4 shows how the
time required to reach equilibrium is affected by these

same two quantities.
This analysis shows that pressures tend towards

equilibrium values very quickly. The equilibrium pres-

sure value is a function of quantities that affect the
sources or sinks of energy in a room. The flow of en-
thalpy through a vent into and out of a room is affected
by vent area, layer heights and temperatures etc. The
fire also contributes to the energy gain in a room. As
these quantities (vent area, layer heights, fire size, etc)
change, the room pressure adjusts almost instantly to a
new quasi-steady state value. Numerically, this property
is known as stiffness. A numerical challenge of zone
fire modeling is to determine pressures accurately and
efficiently.

For a one room model the algebraic equation (14)
can be used to determine the equilibrium pressure instead
of the pressure differential equation (11). Furthermore,
the ~ term in the other zone modeling differential equa-
tions (as expressed in Table 1) can be dropped in cases
when ~ goes to zero almost instantly.

Algebraic Pressure Approximation The pressure
differential equation (7) can be approximated by deter-

mining the pressure that satisfies the non-linear equation

9L(P) +@U(P) = 0. (15)
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FIGURE 3: Plot of equilibrium pressures versus fire size where the energy release rate of the fire is
normalized by vent area
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FIGURE 4: Plot of the time it takes the pressure to reach 99 per cent of its final equilibrium value versus fire
size where the energy release rate of the fire is normalized by the room volume.

This pressure in general varies with time. For simple

cases, such asaoneroom model with one fire and layer

height above a thin slit vent, this equation can be solved
analytically for P. For example, using equation (14) for
the equilibrium pressure offset AP~, this equation has
the solution

( )
2

P = P,ef +
dfire

Cp&nt Av,nt Tve.t ~= “
(16)

Rehm and Baum in [4] similarly calculate the equilib-
rium pressure rise in the context of a field model. Ta-
ble 4 gives the approximate zone modeling differential

equations corresponding to the conservative ones given
previously in Table 1. The equations in this table were
obtained by neglecting the dP/dt terms in Table 1.

For multiple room simulations the approximation is
more complicated. An equilibrium pressure offset must
be calculated for each room using an equation similar to
(15). This results in a system of equations since the equi-
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Table 4: Approximate Zone Modeling Differential Equations

EquationType DifferentialEquation

dE, &
i Ill layer energ y (i—-)’

i’th Iayer volume ~– (7-1)9.
7P

dp, _ g,–cPrnc T,
i ‘tb layer density ~——

cpT,V~

G _ i,–cprnzT,
i’th Iayertemperature

dt — Cppzv,

librium pressure in one room depends on the equilibrium
pressure in another uia vent connections. Solvers such
as Petzold’s DASSL [5, 6] can solve algebraic and dif-
ferential equations simultaneously. This was tried with
CCFM.VENTS. It was found that there was no advantage
to doing this. The algebraic pressure equation version

could not track rapidly changing pressures and run times
were not significantly shorter.

A One Zone Approximation Conditions in the lower
layer are essentially ambient for many fire scenarios of
interest. This observation may be exploited by replacing
the differential equation for lower layer density (equation

(9)) with p~ = ~arnb or the differential equation for lower
layer temperature (equation (10)) with TL = Tarntj. This
is equivalent to assuming that the rate of mass and energy
additions to the lower layer satisfy @L/(cp~L ) = &b
which will be true as long as the temperature of flows
added to the lower layer are at ambient.

ZONE FIRE MODELING NUMERICAL CHAR-
ACTERISTICS

Vent Flow
Physical models of natural and forced vent flow, fire

plumes, radiation, conduction, convection etc are used to
exchange or transfer mass andlor energy between zones.
As with the differential equation formulations discussed
in the previous section, two physical models for comput-
ing these phenomena may be identical physically but be
different numerically. This section addresses some of the
numerical issues important in the design of physical al-
gorithms, some miscellaneous numerical considerations
appropriate for any fire model and finally discusses the
numerical properties of systems of differential equations.

Numerical difficulties can arise when calculating

vent flow because of its dependence on the square root

of pressure differences. This is especially a problem
when the pressure drop across the vent is small relative

to the pressure computed in each room adjacent to the
vent. To illustrate this phenomena consider two rooms.
Suppose the first room has a fire and is connected to the
outside and to a second room which does not have a fire.
This second room is assumed to be connected only to
the first room and not to the outside. To simplify the
analysis assume that the vents are narrow slits located at

the floor. This configuration is depicted in Figure 5.

FIGURE 5: Test case illustrating a scenario than can cause

numerical difficulties due to the fact that the pressure in both
rooms are identical. Catastrophic cancellation occurs when
the pressure drop accross the vent is computed. The resulting
numerical noise is amplified (by C#Tvent w 300000) when

computing enthalpy flows.

Suppose that the pressure above ambient in rooms
1 and 2 are denoted API and AP2. Theoretically, these
pressure offsets will be the same after the initial pres-
sure transient dies. Numerically, however, these two
offsets will be different. Though this difference may
be insignificant physically, the magnification of the can-
cellation error occurring in the vent flow computation
may be significant numerically, Unfortunately, simply
setting the pressure drop to zero for physically insignifi-
cant flows is not an adequate solution to this problem of
unwanted error propagation as will be explained next.

In this test problem, the pressure in room 1 will rise
to its equilibrium value as given by equation ( 14) in a time
period given by equation (12). If a cut off pressure drop
APC”t is chosen so that ~ = O for IAP2 – API [ <

APCut, then API will continue to rise (since ~ is not
zero) while AP2 remains fixed. Eventually IAP2 – API I
will exceed APCut so that ~ will not be zero. Again,
AP2 will rapidly approach API until [AP2 – API/ <
APcut. This type of algorithm will result in a drastic
reduction in time step size as the differential equation
solver tries to track the solution due to the “stair stepping”
behavior of AP2 illustrated in Figure 6.
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FIGURE 6: Behavior in room pressure exhibited when the numerical error resulting from

computing the pressure drop accross vent is not adequately damped.

Although the Bernoulli law for computing vent flow
is known to break down for small pressure differences,
the problems discussed here are solely numerical and are
a consequence of the fact that only a finite number of dig-
its are used to compute and represent the pressure offsets
API and APz. For example, if API and APz each have
a relative error of 6P = 0.0001 and the first four digits
match then the subfraction AP = AP1 – AP2 will result
in total cancellation. In other words, AP will consist

entirely of numerical error or noise. This noise will be
amplified when computing mass and enthalpy vent flow
since both depend on AP. In situations where the pres-
sures API and APz are supposed to be the same (for
example in Figure 5), the computation of AP will not be
exactly zero due to numerical error. Though generally it
is a good idea to use double precision because of the pres-

sure calculation, its use here will not solve this problem
since the above cancellation error eliminates all infor-

mation from the computed pressures. The ODE solver
is essentially integrating noise which it accomplishes by

cutting the time step to zero.
The above problem can be solved by smoothly damp-

ing the roundoff noise present in the computation AP =
API – APz, by using

AP=AP(l-e-~)

where ccut is defined by

Ccut = 10cP max(l, API, Af’2) .

and CP is an error tolerance used in the solution of the
variables API and APz. When AP is large relative
to e..t, AP and A#’ are essentially the same. On:he
other hand, when AP is small relatwe to cCUt, AP is

essentially zero.

Stiffness
The key property that zone modeling differential

equations possess is called stiffness. Differential equa-
tion solvers not taking this property into account will at
best be grossly inefficient and at worst give wrong an-
swers. Stiff systems of ordinary differential equations

(ODE’s) are an important class of problems that can oc-
cur when the modeled phenomenon possesses character-
istic time scales that vary by several orders of magnitude.
Physically, the system of ODE’s used in zone fire mod-

eling are stiff because the pressure adjusts to changing
conditions much faster than other quantities such as up-
per and lower layer temperatures or layer heights.

The numerical difficulties encountered because of
stiffness can not be avoided by exchanging the pressure
equation for some other equation such as temperature,

density, or internal energy. As shown in Table 1, each
zone modeling differential equation contains a ~ term.

If the pressure is computed using an approximation such

as equation (16) and ~ is removed from the modeling
differential equations, the resulting approximate ODE’s
are not stiff and a standard nonstiff solver may be used.
However, the class of problems that can be solved is re-
duced since large pressure fluctuations can not be mod-
eled properly.

The curious aspect of stiff ODE’s is that the solution
appears to be changing slowly and yet the computational
costs of computing the solution are enormous when us-
ing standard nonstiff algorithms such as Runge-Kutta
methods or predictor-corrector methods such as Adams-
Et_ashforth. The question then is why does it cost so much
to solve a problem whose solution changes slowly? To
maintain stability, a nonstiff solver must use a stepsize
that is small enough to track the part of the solution
corresponding to the shortest time scale even when this
solution component decays rapidly to some quasi-steady
value. This ;tepsize is much smaller than required to
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accurately track the desired part of the solution which
corresponds to one of the longer time scales. So for

stiff problems the choice of stepsize is dominated by
considerations of stability, not accuracy.

Stiff differential equation solvers are expensive to
use. This is because a nonlinear set of simultaneous
equations involving the solution variables must be solved
at each time step. Variants of Newton’s method are typ-
ically used for this and require the solution of a system
of linear equations at each iteration. (See for example,
Gear, who gives a discussion in Chapter 11 of [7]). Con-
sequently, it is inefficient to use stiff methods for nonstiff
problems. Stiff methods work because their choice of
stepsize is dominated by considerations of accuracy, not
stability. As a result, they allow larger time steps to be
taken than nonstiff methods. Even though the work per
step is greater, the number of steps is sufficiently smaller

that the total work is smaller.

There is no one definition of stiffness that is uni-
versally applied to initial value problems. One that is
commonly applied is the following (see [8]). The initial
value problem, dy/dt = f(y, t), y(to) = go is called
stiff if each eigenvalue of the Jacobian of j, has a neg-
ative real part and the range between the smallest and
biggest real part is large (several orders of magnitude).

A physical interpretation of stiffness, which is im-

precise mathematically, is to say that an initial value
problem is stiff if the process being modeled possesses
multiple time scales which vary widely. As has been

discussed earlier, this is the case with zone fire models
because pressures equilibrate much quicker than do layer
volumes, masses, densities, or temperatures.

Good non-stiff ODE solvers such as DERKF and
DEABM[9, 10] attempt to diagnose a problem as stiff

so that the user will not use it inappropriately. ODE
solvers are either explicit or implicit. Implicit solvers
are generally stable for a much wider range of stepsizes
than are explicit solvers.

The simulation time interval (t., t) for a zone fire
model can be broken into two types of subintervals, stiff
transient and stiff. In the stiff transient subintervals, the
pressure is rapidly moving toward a quasi-steady state
value. The simulation generally begins with a stiff tran-
sient. Each time layer height passes a vent boundary or
the fire output takes a jump, a new stiff transient begins.

During a stiff transient, stepsize will generally be small
because it will be restricted by accuracy; that is, a small

stepsize will be required to accurately track the rapidly
changing pressure. Nonstiff solvers can generally inte-
grate over the stiff transient time subinterval. Outside of

these very short time intervals, a stiff solver is required.

Since there is a large overhead associate with switch-
ing solvers, it is more efficient to use the stiff solver
throughout the computation.

CONCLUSIONS
Natural vent flow is particularly susceptible to nu-

merical problems due to the loss of significant digits that
can occur when computing pressure differences. One
approach for reducing this problem is to modify the sub-
traction IAP1 – AP2 I in order to damp out unwanted
error that occurs when API and AP2 are nearly equal.

Many model formulations can be derived from the
basic mass and energy conservation equations some of
which are analytically equivalent; that is, the equations
in one formulation can be converted into those of an-

other using the ideal gas law and definitions of density
and internal energy, These formulations, however, are

not equivalent numerically. When pressure changes are

significant, the pressure equation should be included in a
multi-room model. The significance of pressure changes
can be evaluated in terms of flow through a vent since
vent flow is quite sensitive to small pressure changes.
When it is valid to assume that pressures are constant,
the modeling differential equations can be simplified by
setting ~ to zero. The resulting ODE’s have the added

advantage that they are easier to solve since they are no
longer stiff.

NOMENCLATURE

a, b

Ave.t

Cp(c.)

Cvent

E

E..f

f

f,

m
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miscellaneous constants used in the equi-
librium pressure relation, equation (14)

area of vent m2

specific heat at constant pressure (volume)
kJ/kg K

vent coefficient, usually has a value of around

0.68

internal energy kJ

reference internal energy kJ

a vector valued function which is the right
hand side of the differential equation to be
solved

Jacobian of the right hand side vector func-

tion f

mass kg Iost.due to cancellation in a sub-
traction
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rit~,(rhu)

P

Pc.t

P,ef

l’,mb

!iL, (&J)

kre

Qvent

~

T

to

t.gg

Tvent

t

T,mb

v

Y

Y

Yo

AP

AP

AP

total mass flow rate into the lower (upper)
layer kg

absolute pressure Pa

pressure below which flows (through vents)
are deemed to be negligible Pa

reference pressure Pa

ambient pressure usually about 101325 Pa

total enthalpy flow rate into the lower (up-
per) layer W

energy release rate of a fire W

energy flow rate through a vent W

universal ideal gas constant ~

temperature K

initial times

time for pressure in a room to reach 99
percent of its final value

temperature of gas flowing through vent K

independent variable, time, in the differen-

tial equations

ambient temperature

volume m3

layer height m

solution of the differential equation

solution of a differential equation at time
to

pressure drop across a vent Pa

pressure drop across a vent modified to ac-

count for catastrophic cancellation errors

Pa

Pressure offset satisfying P = P..f + AP
Pa

API , (APz) pressure rise above floor pressure in
room 1 (2) Pa

APcu~ pressure below which flow is insignificant
numerically Pa

APm Equilibrium pressure Pa

6P error tolerance of pressure variables used
in the calculation of vent flow

7 ratio of specific heats Cp, G

P density kg/m3

Pamb ambient density kglm3

Pvent density of gas flowing through vent
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